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CHRIST THE ANTIDOTE REGARDING DEATH

Part 105.

Completeness In Our Deity! 

When people refer the Second Coming of the Christ, in reality just what is meant by this term in this latter
day when we compare it with our Most Holy Place understanding?  Will it be the return to earth of a man
called Jesus who lived 2000 years ago or will it be the Second coming of the Christ in & as the Christ-
consciousness  of all mankind?  There is coming a day when there will not be a being, man woman or
child on this earth in a merely human state of consciousness, this will be the eventual eternal bliss of all
mankind.  Through the writings of many, ourself included as we receive & walk by faith & not by sight,
many are now beginning to come into a new higher order of understanding  within themselves & are
embarking into a new season of liberty & freedom.  

Some of you because of past disappointments with those who have claimed to be what they were not,
have disappointed & hurt you, your wonderful concerned Deity sees this & is drawing the hurt but yet
open hearted into wonderful & higher experiences.  Hear the following word from the prophet Isaiah.

''As they had twice as much grief, and marks of shame were their heritage, so in their land they will
be rewarded twice over, and will have eternal joy.''  Isa 61:7. Bible in Basic English. 

''Instead of your shame ye shall have double; instead of  confusion they shall celebrate with joy
their portion: therefore in their land they shall possess the double; everlasting joy shall be unto them.''
Isa 61:7. Darby. 

 
''Instead of your [former] shame you shall have a twofold recompense; instead of dishonor and

reproach [your people] shall  rejoice in their portion. Therefore in their land they shall possess double
[what they had forfeited]; everlasting joy shall be theirs.'' Isa 61:7. Amplified.

More than what you ''ask or think'' will be your portion, you will not be moved by what you see but
what your true identity within, your true spiritual intuitive self will rise within & tell you thus ''this is the
way walk you in it''.  The land in our latter day thinking refers to your environment or your lot in your
present life!

''And we have the prophetic word [made] firmer still. You will do well to pay close attention to it as to
a lamp shining in a dismal (squalid and dark) place, until the day breaks through [the gloom] and the
Morning Star rises (comes into being) in your hearts.''  2Pet1:19. Amplified. 

''And we have the prophetic word made surer, to which ye do well taking heed (as to a lamp shining
in an obscure place) until the day dawn and the morning star arise in your hearts;'' 2Pet1:19. Darby. 

The Power In The Words Of, I AM!

We wish now to bring something for your consideration that has been on our heart for a while now.  We
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may not yet fully realise it but because as we each of us were made in the Image of the I AM, we too are
- not only the  very clones  - of the I AM, but in actual fact as the I AM wills  - or speaks - things into
existence so we too can speak things into existence.  How many times have we heard the verse, ''death
and life are in the power of the tongue'' also ''let the weak SAY that I am strong'' & ''Let the poor SAY
that I am rich'' plus ''Let the afflicted - sick - SAY that I am well'' or healthy.  The reason why we need
to watch what we say is because our true identity entails that we were made in the image of & proceeded
from the I AM who has spoken all things into existence. Gen 1:3-29. Jn 1:1-4. How?  Now our Deity has
given this power especially to the very clones of the I AM.  I emphasise the increase of the fruit of this
will not come in a moment but only as we meditate on it or as the Amplified below well expresses it
''they who INDULGE in it shall eat the fruit of it''.

''Death and life lie in the hand of the tongue, And they who love to USE it must eat its fruit."
Prov18:21. Concordant Literal.

''Death and life are in the power of the tongue, and they who INDULGE in it shall eat the  fruit of
it [for death or life].'' Prov18:21. Amplified.

''For by your words you will be justified and acquitted, and by your words you will be condemned
and sentenced.''  Mat12:37. Amplified. 

''The truth is, you can SAY to this mountain, 'Go, mountain, fall into the sea.' And if you have no
doubts in your mind and believe that what you SAY will happen, then God will do it for you.''  Mk11:23.
ERV. 

''I create the FRUIT of the LIPS'' Isa 57:19a. KJV.

''For assuredly, I say to you, whoever SAYS to this mountain, 'Be removed and be cast into the sea,'
and does not doubt in his heart, but believes that those things he says will be done, he will have whatever
he says.''  Mk11:23. NKJV. 

 
''Truly I tell you, whoever says to this mountain, Be lifted up and thrown into the sea! and does not

doubt at all in his heart but believes that what he says will take place, it will be done for him.'' Mk11:23.
Amplified. 

When we read verses such as  ''Call the things that are not as though they were''  maybe some
would be inclined to describe these words in the negative as I was once guilty of, for instance, ''confess it
& possess it'' or ''blab it & grab it'', but if we ''call the things that are not as though they were'' we
are really following our true I AM I-dentity.  When the 12 spies came back from spying out the land only
two were positive in the power of the I AM nature of who they really were & they demonstrated it by
saying we are empowered by a Deity who can overcome in & through us any giant that would try to
hinder us,  - a Davidic attitude -  the sad thing is that this whole incident shows us that a negative bad
report will always spread faster than a good positive one.  One thing that I am learning is that we have
the power not to allow ourselves to give 'intimidation an invitation'.  Remember we are the head & not
the tail, James when speaking of the power of the tongue explains it this way.

''Likewise, look at the ships: though they are so great and are driven by rough winds, they are
steered  by  a  very  small  rudder  wherever  the  impulse  of  the  helmsman determines.   Even  so  the
TONGUE is a little member, and it can boast of great things.''  James 3:4-5a. Amplified.  In other words
the tongue is able to have great force & sway to bring great results even though it is a very small member
of our body.

''Lo! the ships also, being of such proportions, and driven by hard winds, are being steered by the
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least rudder, wherever the impulse of the helmsman is intending. Thus the tongue, also, is a little member
and is grandiloquent.''  James 3:4-5a. Concordant Literal.

The verse that tells us that ''death and life are in the power of the tongue'' is not just an isolated one
that has no close relatives, these verses also have the power to work in both the positive or negative.  If
we say I AM a failure or agree with what someone says negative about you; Because our true identity
proceeds from the I AM, the power that is in the very words of the I AM who is our creative ONE & is
actually our true inner eternal  I-dentity, many times we will have what we have spoken into existence.
Our Deity would have us realise that we, each & every one of us have a power that maybe to date we have
not yet fully realised & have neglected to use  positively.   I repeat each & every one of us are a very
intricate ''fearfully & wonderfully made'' replica of the great I AM & what this one, our Progenitor is, we
are also.  We must realise that we are still in the preparation mode for being in actual fact completely
''caught up to God and to His throne'' Rev12:5b Amp.  As a Son of Deity the power of that Deity is in
the very words that I AM confessing.  The true fact of the matter is that we are  cloned I AM  Power
People.   

One thing I would mention we must give time to meditate on these things & let the seed of the word
of this truth take root.  Bless each & every one of you!

Never underestimate your  true destiny that you are being led into, we would all be amazed at the
wonderfully good things that our Deity has prepared for us.  Another thing to consider is, are we who are
in preparation mode for Rev 12:5 ''caught up to our Deity's throne'' to be any less than any of our great
forerunners?  Keep well in mind that you are part of that great company who are ''the head and not the
tail'' & the''the above and not beneath'' ones whose adversary is the one -whose breath is in his nostrils -
& are a marked people with a glorious purpose & a wonderful destiny for this latter day! 

''But even as it stands written, The things which eye did not see nor ear hear and which did not
arise within an individual's heart, so many things has God prepared for those who love Him''  1Cor 2:9
Wuest.

''No, as it is written, what no eye has ever seen, what no ear has ever heard, what never entered the
mind of man, God has prepared all that for those who love him.'' 1Cor 2:9. Moffat N.T.

If we read closely the above two translations it mentions the natural eye, ear & mind, these senses
cannot possibly perceive what is happening to the open hearted today!

When we are told ''I have bread to eat that you know not of'' would these words be included in the
LATTER DAY all embracing, all inclusive mighty plan of our wonderful Deity?

Coming Out Of Babylon!

The following is from the pen of Bill Britton.  ''It was only after the children of Israel came out of Babylon
captivity (Nehemiah 8), that men began to teach the book with understanding.  All during their time in
captivity, for 70 years, they had the prophecies of Isaiah and Jeremiah, and the Law of Moses.  But they
did not understand them.  But away from Babylon, they had the understanding to hear to hear the word of
the Lord.  And Nehemiah 8:7 says that men of God caused the people to understand the law of God.  Verse
2 says that this was happening on the first day of the 7th month, the day for the blowing of the trumpet for
the Feast of Tabernacles.  It was the preparation before going behind the Veil on the day of Atonement.

I therefore declare to you, beloved, that one of the greatest features of the Feast of Tabernacles, the 7 th

day of God, is a glorious revival of the understanding of the Bible.  Truth shall flow like a river.  No longer
an obscure book of many interpretations, but now a fountain of life and truth.  Glory to God!  Ezra and
Jesus both stood up to read the Word of God!  Ezra did it on the 7 th month, Jesus on the 7th day.  Both
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speaking of that glorious age of miracles!
Even today God's people are coming out of Babylon, and coming into a deeper understanding of truth.

Those who still dwell behind Babylon's walls, in an organized, ecclesiastical system of denominational
religion are still blinded to much of what God is revealing for these days.  They still cling to the dogmas
and fantasies and fairy tales that were born in the imaginations of men, and carried on by official decree.
If  this  word sounds hard,  it  is  because I  am thrusting  the sword of  the Lord right  into  the  heart  of
Babylon's strength.  It is the power that has divided God's precious people for hundreds of years.  But its
power is waning, and soon the walls shall crumble like dust, and the city shall be burnt with fire!  That's
what God says about it.''  End Quote.

Our Promised Land!

Without any doubt a great change is taking place, a new season is here; yes our Deity is lifting us into
further heights.  Whilst worldly events would show us a terrible negatives, to those who are being called
up higher; In our inner sanctum which is our true identity consciousness there is an exact opposite taking
place, the safety of an ARK within.  This has been in the process of being formed within us for some time,
in actual fact it has always been there but at present it is being unveiled to our 'within consciousness'.  In
the three sections of this Ark there is abundant space for the ''whosoever will''.  Whilst the ''imaginations
of men's hearts are evil continually'' there is a safe place for the Noah's of today to ride above the storms
& floods of terrible ungodliness.  ''It is Deity's good pleasure to give you the Kingdom'' Lk12:32.  If
you have in the past endured unfair treatment & it has been your lot in life to suffer, our Great Creator will
more than make up for the past for it is the delight of Deity to create greatness out of a great-mess!

''While the path of the righteous is like the  light of dawn's brightness,  Advancing and becoming
resplendent until the day is established,''  Prov4:18. Concordant Literal.

 
Pro 4:18  ''But the path of the [uncompromisingly] just and righteous is like the light of dawn, that

shines more and more (brighter and clearer) until [it REACHES ITS FULL STRENGTH and glory in]
the perfect day [to be prepared].'' Prov 4:18. Amplified.

''But the path of the just is  as the  shining light,  that  shines MORE and MORE to the perfect
day.''Prov 4:18. MKJV.  

Some of us in sons-hip may think that we have it all; We would kindly venture to disagree, when the
above verse would plainly tell us that nearing the time of full establishment further light or truth would
be appearing to us in a brighter, plus brighter way & would be becoming more resplendent until the full
day is established.  Unfortunately many have become somewhat established feeling that what they have
already is enough & that nothing needs to be added; Please do not be fooled by this attitude for greater
truths & revelation will definitely be added to us  ''until that perfect resplendent day is established''.
Whilst  referring to this  wonderful light;  Someone may be asking the question is  there there a deeper
understanding regarding the light?  We would answer in the following.  In Matthew We are told ''you are
the light  of  the world''  Mt 5:14a Amp, also  ''among whom you are seen as bright  lights  (stars  or
beacons shining our clearly) in the (dark) world''. Amp.  Remember we are admonished in Lk12:32b ''it
is our Divinity's good pleasure to give YOU THE KINGDOM!''  So we need open ears, open hearts &
receptive spirits to allow ourselves to reach out & ''Come up HIGHER''.

''and if you draw out your soul to the hungry, and satisfy the afflicted soul; then shall your light rise
in darkness, and your darkness shall be as the noonday.'' Isa 58:10.  MKJV.

''If you feel  sorry for hungry people and give them food. Help those who are troubled and satisfy
their needs. Then your light will shine in the darkness. You will be like the bright sunshine at noon.''  Isa
58:10. ERV. 
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Aim High In Spirit To Attain,  Aim Low And Guess What? 

''For those whom He foreknew [of whom He was aware and loved beforehand], He also destined from
the beginning  [foreordaining them] to be  molded into the image of His Son [and share inwardly His
likeness], that He might become the first-born among many brethren.''  Rom 8:29. Amplified. 

''For he decreed of old that those whom he predestined should share the likeness of his Son — that
he might be the first-born of a great brotherhood.''  Rom 8:29. Moffatt. 

We are a marked people with a purpose & a destiny for this latter day!  Even though it may seem to
be a selective message for some yet it entails the eventual complete deliverance for every man!  

''But I, when I am lifted up from the earth, will draw all men to myself." John12:32. Moffatt.

''And I, when I am lifted up from the earth, will draw every man to me.'' Jn 12:32. Lamsa NT.
        

''when I am lifted up out from underneath the earth, all men I will draw to myself.'' Jn12:32. Wuest.

It will be the task of the man-child first to lift those who are not aware of the deeper things to bring
enlightenment & further understanding, then in time as the spirit leads it will be revealed to all of mankind
each in their proper order,  ''every man in their own order''!  This is in actual fact being activated in part
even today!

''And the nations shall come to your light, and kings to the brightness of your dawning.'' Isa 60:3.
MKJV. 

''And nations shall come to your light, and kings to the brightness of your rising.'' Isa 60:3. Amp.

''It  shall  come to pass in the  latter days that the mountain of the Lord's  house shall  be [firmly]
established as the highest of the mountains and shall be exalted above the hills, and all nations shall
flow to it.''  Isa 2:2. Amplified. 

''And it comes in the days hereafter, established shall be the mount of Yahweh, and the house of the
Elohim, on the summit of the mountains, and borne by the hills. And stream to it all the nations." Isa 2:2.
Concordant Literal.

 
''At that time they cry to Jerusalem, `O throne of Yahweh,' And gathered unto her has been all the

nations, For the name of Yahweh, to Jerusalem, Nor do they go any more after the stubbornness of their
evil heart." Jer 3:17. CLV.

''At that time they shall call Jerusalem The Throne of the Lord, and all the nations shall be gathered
to  it,  in  the  renown and  name of  the  Lord,  to  Jerusalem; nor  shall  they  walk  any  more  after  the
stubbornness of their own evil hearts.''  Jer 3:17. Amplified. 

This in no way means that they will call upon the Jewish nation in the natural, WE are now Spiritual
Israel!  In our Great Deity ''There is neither Jew nor Greek nor male nor female you are all one in the
Deity which is within''.   Gal 3:28.  As the heading would infer we must aim higher than the literal
interpretation of the word to attain!  The title of our message is ''Completeness In Our Deity!''   

Luke would also add to the wonderful truth of all men one day being drawn into the mighty plan of
our Deity!

 ''The whole human race will see God's salvation!''  Lk 3:6. Good News Bible. 

''And all mankind shall see (behold and understand and at last acknowledge) the salvation of God
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(the deliverance from eternal death decreed by God).''  Lk3:6. Amplied.
 
''And the glory of the Lord shall appear, and all flesh shall see the salvation of God: for the Lord

has spoken it.'' Isa 40:5. Brenton.   Isaiah would also positively prophecy to us what many other writers
are proclaiming! 

Even So!

''Therefore as by the offence of one judgment came upon  all men to condemnation;  EVEN SO by the
righteousness of one the free gift came upon ALL MEN unto justification of life.  For as by one man's
disobedience MANY were made sinners, so by the obedience of one shall MANY be made righteous.''
Rom 5:18-19. KJV.  

The words EVEN SO in the Greek actually mean an equation.  The Collins Australian Dictionary in
describing the word 'equation' would tell us it is ''A statement of equality between two qualities as shown
by the equal sign = ''.  In the Greek the phrase 'even so' originates from the word Kai STRONGS # 2532.
This also is found in 1Cor 15:22 as EVEN SO in the KJV,  or ''so also'' in the Amplified.

 Many times when we read the word  many  as in the setting above it was an old English way of
saying ''the many''  or THE ALL. In my  opinion I  have found that the nearest to the true complete
comprehensive meaning & experience meant to be imparted to us in the above Rom 5:18-19, none have
brought it out so clearly as the King James Version.  To my way of thinking most versions seem to have
missed what the KJV makes so beautifully clear, the wonderful true meaning that  all men have been
made righteous & have obtained the true full righteousness of the one who gave it.  Now to emphasise
this in its true complete sense we need to realise that the Divine Limitless Spirit is the true Son of Deity,
not the MAN Jesus; We emphasise not the MAN, the flesh & blood man was never the son of Deity, even
though His Originator or Father was Spirit, His mother Mary was flesh & blood, that flesh & blood body
HOUSED the fullness of Deity of which we are corporately part of & joined to as CLONES.  As we
mentioned in our last  article concerning ourselves the mere flesh & blood body is the man who has
breath in his nostrils.  ''Cease from man, whose breath is  in his nostrils;  for in what  is  he to be
esteemed?''  Isa 2:22 MKJV.

Taking And Possessing The Kingdom!

''But the saints of the Most High will take the kingdom, and it will be theirs for ever, even for ever and
ever.''  Dan7:18. Bible in Basic English. 

''which shall be taken away; and the saints of the Most High shall take the kingdom, and possess it
for ever and ever.'' Dan 7:18.  Brentons English Septuagint.

''But the saints of the Most High shall  take the kingdom and possess the kingdom forever, even
forever and ever.''  Dan 7:18. MKJV. 

The above not only applies to the above verse 18 but exactly the same applies to verse 22. I dare to
suggest to you that more than likely a number of us have missed a very important part of what our Most
Holy Place POSSESSING would entail.  We are assured & are aware of that all we need is already in us
as our true identity; This being true, the question that we would ask is; Do we stay where we are & just
let  whatever happens comes to pass or do we move on as we become more aware of what our Progenitor
is revealing to us ?   Namely that which we shared in the earlier paragraph, ''The power in the words of
I AM!'' 

When we read the words  ''changed from the mortal to immortality'' do we believe this similar to
those who believe in the  denominational rapture that no matter where you are in your walk you are
caught  up  & no matter  what  your  status  is  in  the  particular  organisation  as  long as  they are  saved
according to what the particular organisation teaches they will be rapture-d & caught up into the sky?  I
say  to  you  today  that  in  this  wonderful  organism  -  not  organisation  - of  our  Most  Holy  Place
understanding the true meaning of ''Taking and  Possessing the Kingdom'' is that  our confession is
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much more involved than what we realise today.  Hear these words once again. ''I create the FRUIT of
the LIPS'' Isa 57:19a. KJV.  I am seeing so plainly that the Saints who possess the Kingdom will be doing
just that!  ''Confession brings Possession''.

In the above we read  ''But the saints of the Most High will POSSESS the kingdom''.  We ask the
question, how will this occur?

There must be an OVERCOMING in & by the grace & mercy of our Deity by using our faith by
what we say!  We are in no way by-passing mercy for ''His mercy endures forever''!  The calling of our
Deity is irrevocable.  The mercy of God is not dependant on how good we are nor is it controlled by how
we have failed in our past, even if we make mistakes like Jonah, our Deity still causes things to turn out
okay, but remember it was not until a change of heart took place in Jonah that the whale regurgitated him
& spat him out onto dry land!

''The mercy of our creator endures for ever''.  Yes in all this he is the Father to the fatherless Ps 68;5.

The Word Of Your Testimony!

''And I hear a loud voice in heaven saying, "Just now came the salvation and the power and the kingdom
of our God, and the authority of His Christ, for the accuser of our brethren was cast out, who was
accusing them before our God day and night. And they conquer him through the blood of the Lambkin,
and  through  the  word  of  their  testimony, and  they  love  not  their  soul,  until  death." Rev12:10-11.
Concordant Literal.

''And I heard a voice, a great one, in the heaven, saying, Now there has come to pass the salvation
and the power and the kingdom of our God and the authority of His Christ, because he who accuses our
brethren has been thrown down once for all, he who accuses them before our God day and night. And
they themselves gained the victory over him through the blood of the Lamb and through the word of their
testimony. And they did not consider their lives precious, and thus come to love them, to the extent of
death.''  Rev 12:10-11. Wuest.  

First of all we must remember in sharing the high place that we are being brought into that we cannot
& must not forget that ''His mercy endures forever'' in the process of our Deity bringing us to a higher
place of attaining we cannot ignore the mercy of our wonderful Progenitor & it would be foolish to do so.
Allow me share an example or two of the mercy of our Creator to inspire those who were in need, which
should be of  encouragement  to  us all.   When Jesus  after  the resurrection appeared to  several  of  the
disciples, Thomas was not present, later when these disciples were sharing with Thomas of the appearing
of Jesus in His body, Thomas replied ''except I see the nail marks in His hands & put my hand into His
side I will not believe''; later of course after seeing Jesus he changed his mind.  Jn 20:19-28.  The point
that we are making is that when Jesus appeared when Thomas was present He went out of His way to
make a beeline for Thomas who had a problem in believing, the 'forever mercy' of Deity who considers
all things will ''never leave you or forsake you''  ''Then He said to Thomas, Reach your finger here and
behold My hands; and reach your hand here and thrust it into My side; and do not be unbelieving, but
believing''. Jn 20:27. MKJV.  Thomas went on to a wonderful future to write the book of Thomas & to be
the founder of a number of assemblies throughout the world, even though this is not in our N.T. it is a
fact, if you are not too not biased & do a little research you maybe very surprised.   Our wonderful Deity
is most considerate of those who are maybe not up to par in their faith as others, if our wonderful Deity
has  called  you  & has  you  pin-pointed, that mercy which  is  actually  His  nature will  pursue  you
especially & bring you up to par with those who you may think are above you.

The barren Hannah who was childless which in those days was a reproach to any woman, was in the
Temple interceding for her condition the Priest Eli noticed the concern of Hannah then after speaking to
her he said Go in peace and ''God grant you the petition you have desired'' 1Sam 1:9-17.  What I see in
this instance is that Hannah was in a helpless state in the natural & our wonderful Deity who loves all
men sees the plight of all & those who are maybe weak in their faith, of which we all have experienced at
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some time or another  –  consider John the baptist in prison – reached out especially to this handmaid, let
us look at the end result of this needy woman found in chapter two.

''And Hannah prayed and said, "My heart exults in the LORD; my strength is exalted in the
LORD. My mouth derides my enemies, because I rejoice in your salvation. "There is none holy like the
LORD; there is none besides you; there is no rock like our God.''  1Sam 2:1-2. ESV.  

Hezekiah when on his death-bed knowing his time was up, would not accept this without first turning
his face to the wall & beseeching his Creator, the result was his prayer was heard & he was granted
another 15 years.  Both of these asked for a yes in the face of what seemed an  impossible no in the
natural!

Our wonderful Deity is inspiring us to go higher, that we as His offspring would be emulating the
example that is given to us & that is to speak in faith to the situation realising that we are the very image
of the I AM, yes this is''Taking and  Possessing the Kingdom'' this is the removing of our mountain
through  & by our  confession;  our  YES is  most  important,  the  will  of  Deity  is  yes  but  it  must  be
accompanied by our agreeing yes.  The word of  our testimony must accompany the will of the one
inside you, namely your true inner self.  We agree & speak to the given situation, yes we agree with the
yes of  I AM.

''death and life are in the power of the tongue'' also ''let the weak SAY that I am strong'' & ''Let
the poor SAY that I am rich'' plus ''Let the afflicted - sick - SAY that I am well'' or healthy.  The reason
why is that we need to rise higher & higher or go ''from glory to glory'' & not from struggle to struggle
but from ''strength to strength''  James 1:4.  ''Consider it all joy when you go through trials'' even
though some reading this may think it is above their spiritual range, know this our wonderful Progenitor
has a way of zeroing into our particular plight to give us what we need to bring us all to a higher level. 

''He's  changing, He's changing me, from the earthly things to the heavenly.  His  likeness and
image to perfect in me. The love of God shown to the world''.  This is part of an old chorus that we sang
many years ago, I thought I would share it with you as it is most appropriate.

   God is touched by the feelings of our infirmities, when you hurt our Deity feels it.  Our wonderful
Progenitor has ''dealt to every man the measure of faith'' inside of every man is his true identity & in
that identity is that 'measure of faith' that we all need, does that mean that we do not at times have
doubts;  No  but  in  those  times  you  will  possibly  receive  your  special Thomas  visitation.   We will
eventually come to the place where you will ''gain the victory  through the WORD of your testimony''
which contains your  ''mustard seed of faith''.  I  iterate we are progressing in our faith of taking &
possessing the kingdom through the fruit of our lips.  How?  Through the ''trial of your faith''.

Completeness In Our Deity! 

All that we have shared in this article is simply a further way of saying,
Letting That Which Is Within Appear As Outward Form!

Ralph Knowles, July 2017.

All previous parts of this series can be accessed at.
   www.rwknowles.com

Trust that this finds you in the high fellowship of God & His blessings.  To those who are open hearted &
are listening, blessings to you.  There is always a higher place in God to be realised within. This is
something that is never ending. 
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